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Stratford-sub-Castle Church of England VC Primary School
At Stratford-sub-Castle Primary School, our ethos provides the launch pad and our curriculum is the fuel for learning!
We want to launch our pupils into the 'Stratosphere' of possibilities, extending horizons!
Our school ethos is founded on the Christian values of PEACE, LOVE and JOY. These values underpin everything we do. Our ethos is one where people are valued for their
'uniqueness'. This means, that as individuals and as a community, we are able to flourish and live 'life in all its fullness'.
Our curriculum has been designed to fuel ASPIRATION and ACHIEVEMENT and to foster the CELEBRATION of success in all its forms!
Our school aims are to:







ensure that each person knows they are valued and supported, so that they can achieve their full potential; spiritual, emotional, social, physical and intellectual, in
an ethos of Christian peace, love and joy
broaden horizons and promote aspiration
serve the whole community and warmly welcome children and their families whatever their faith, culture or means
fuel and sustain every person's love of learning
provide a happy, safe and stimulating environment so that each pupil has the opportunity to achieve and acquire skills and knowledge required for life now and in
the future in a meaningful way
create an active, positive and purposeful learning environment where effort, progress and attainment are encouraged, recognised and celebrated.

Our Curriculum Intention
Curriculum Intention
Our curriculum intention is to fuel ASPIRATION and ACHIEVEMENT and to foster the CELEBRATION of success in all its forms!
Why is our curriculum designed as it is?
Our curriculum has been designed to:








build on the positive and ‘lived-out’ school ethos
take advantage of the unique historical and geographical location of the school and to use its natural surroundings
harness the resources we have in school and within the wider community (places and people)
use the school’s organisation (five classes each with two year groups and some cohorts split between classes) to full effect; so that pupils receive ‘right-time provision’; revisiting
and building on knowledge and skills in a coherent way, as they take their ‘Learning Journey’ through the school
ensure that the ‘EYFS Framework’, ‘National Curriculum’, ‘Wiltshire RE Syllabus’ and ‘Understanding Christianity’ are implemented with rigor and that units of work are
appropriately sequenced
deliberately make links within and between subjects
develop cultural capital: to ensure purposeful, relevant and active enrichment opportunities broaden pupils’ horizons.
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We believe:







our school ethos based on Christian values provides our pupils with a strong moral, spiritual and emotional foundation upon which to build their lives
in actively promoting and celebrating progress and attainment
in providing a wide range of balanced learning opportunities so everyone can achieve
that sports, music, drama, charity events, competitions run by community organisations, trips etc. all provide invaluable opportunities for each pupil to develop in a
rounded way, enhance school life and fuel motivation and aspiration
that positive behaviour as well as academic success should be celebrated
well-balanced, happy children attend well, learn better, remember more and achieve more!

Summary Curriculum Plan 2021 – 2023
As a small teaching staff, each teacher leads three curriculum areas or more. In order to ensure a work-load balance for individuals, teams and the whole staff, the following
subjects have been allocated to run alongside the School Improvement Action Plan (whole school focus) for the specified academic year. This was drawn up and agreed by
all subject leaders 2021/2022. Subject Actions Plans to be implemented.

Focus
SIAP
1
2
3
4
5
Removing non-academic
barriers
ATTENDANCE
Removing non-academic
barriers
BEHAVIOUR
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2021/2022

2022/2023

2023/2024

1.Maths
2.Phonics / Early Reading
3.Subject Leadership (wider curriculum)
Art and Design

1.Composition & Effect
2.Phonics / Early Reading
3.Subject Leadership (wider curriculum)
D.T.

1.Composition & Effect
2. Subject Leadership (wider curriculum)

History

Geography

History

P.H.S.E

Music

P.H.S.E

R.E

M.F.L (French)

R.E (New syllabus)

Science

P.E. Maths

Science

Meet mental health/ emotional
needs/barriers, so that attendance remains
above national average. (ELSA, Outdoor
learning and 5toThrive)
Re-establish positive relationships, routines
and learning behaviours.

Improve punctuality so that ‘lates’ are reduced.
Target individual pupils/ families with increased
support.

Maintain attendance above NA

Re-energise whole school approaches and
practices relating to behaviour for learning by
raising profile & ownership of skills and
vocabulary relating to learning. Explicit teaching
and modelling.

Art and Design

Focus
1
2
3
4
5
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2021/2022

Summary CPD Plan
2022/2023

Phonics / Early Reading – Ramsbury English Hub (KS)

Reading Leader – Ramsbury English Hub (KS)

Continuous Provision – Jude (KS/JMW/JH/AS/CW)

Maths Specialist Teacher training – Mobius Hub (HC)

Subject Leadership – SIA (JMW/KS/JW/HC/KB)

Phonics Training -

Revisit Maths Mastery – Maths Subject Leader (JMW/KS/JW/KB)

Mastering Number – Mobius Hub (JW, KS)

Five to Thrive and Outdoor

2023/2024

SIAP FOCUS AND OUTCOMES 2022/2023.
SIAP FOCUS 1.
QUALITY OF EDUCATION:

PRIORITY FOR IMPROVEMENT:
Raise standards in Writing by
improving ‘composition and
effect’ across the school. So that…
Books show clear evidence of the
‘progress-journey’ for composition and
effect.
Pupils are able to see clearly the progress
they have made and know what they
need to do to make continued progress.
Why?
‘Effective composition involves forming,
articulating and communicating ideas, and then
organising them coherently for a reader. This
requires clarity, awareness of the audience,
purpose and context, and an increasingly wide
knowledge of vocabulary and grammar. Writing
also depends on fluent, legible and, eventually,
speedy handwriting.’ (English NC)
Books show evidence that vocabulary, grammar
and handwriting are taught systematically. Whilst
progress is clear from Cold Write to Hot Write the
learning journey is not as clear.
Writing outcomes at KS1 and KS2 below NA and
lower than school’s previous outcomes.

KEY TASKS
On-going diagnostic assessment cycle
including Pupil Progress Meetings Teacher/
SENDco/ DHT and HT.
Completion of ‘Patterns and Gaps’ sheets
to inform/adapt future teaching.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Specific date set
Completed
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TASK: WRITE AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN. RM IMPROVEMENT OF THE
KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS OF PUPILS TO PREPARE & PLAN ‘COMPOSITION’.
IMPLEMENT EASY-WINS & BEST-BETS!

IMPACT AT DECEMBER 2022
By DECEMBER 2022 all pupils are highly engaged in their learning and
can show how they have made progress in Writing by:

engaging in explicit instruction of composition and effect
(preparation and planning)

engaging in opportunities for planning, monitoring and
evaluation of their learning – progress is explicit and evident
to pupils through the ‘progress- journey’ of each unit of work.
By OCTOBER 2022 all teachers have systematically explored the
school’s agreed approaches and practices to the teaching of
‘composition’ (How2 at SSC). (This includes the possible need to deimplement approaches or practices) by:

TASK: PREPARE & PLAN FOR THE LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENT OF
THE DELIBERATE USE OF SCAFFOLDING & MODELLING BY
TEACHING STAFF.

IMPACT AT APRIL 2023

TASK: ACKNOWLEDGE GOOD PRACTICES AND PLAN TO
REPEAT/SCALE-UP 2023/24

IMPACT AT JUNE 2023

By APRIL 2022 all pupils are highly engaged in their
learning and can show how they have made progress in
Writing by:

engaging in explicit instruction of composition
and effect (using scaffolding effectively)

engaging in opportunities to use scaffolding
and modeling in order to improve the
composition of writing – progress is explicit
and evident to pupils through the ’progressjourney’ of each unit of work.
By APRIL 2022 all teachers deliberately FOCUS on the
teaching of composition through the ‘five-a-day’
approach by:

confidently and deliberately using the
approach to implement evidence based ‘bestbets’ so that high quality teaching is sustained
and disrupted learning addressed

following a plan to systematically implement /
discard practices, as agreed, to provide pupils
with high quality, appropriate and inclusive
scaffolding and modeling (systems which do
not increase teacher work-load)

sharing outcomes/ progress journeys so far
and evaluating impact of approaches and
practices deliberately implemented.

By JUNE 2023 all pupils are highly engaged in
their learning and can show and talk about how
they have made progress in Writing by:

engaging in explicit instruction of
composition and effect (using taught
strategies effectively)

talking to peers and adults (including
SLT and governors about their
’progress- journey’.
By JUNE 2023 all teachers collaborate to assess
the opportunities for sustaining/ discarding the
approaches and practices deliberately
implemented so far by:

sharing outcomes/ progress journeys
and evaluating impact of approaches
and practices deliberately
implemented.

TD Day 01.09.22 – CPD for all teaching staff: Use EEF research, Talk for Writing and
school’s curriculum plans to explore/ discuss approaches and practices. What do
we already do well to build on to aid pupils in the preparation and planning of
their writing? Discard?

TD Day 03.01.23 – Evaluate impact T1/T2 and adapt
implementation Plan. What are we doing deliberately and what is
the impact?

Teacher CPD sessions x2 – 03.05.23 & 16.06.23 Book
Look across the school – all teachers. Are the 5-A-Day
teaching practices used the best to support pupils in our
context?

Teacher CPD sessions x3 – 21.09.22, 28.09.22 & 23.11.22. How do existing
strategies/ practices fit with the 5-A-Day approach and are they effective? Are they
used consistently across school / Key stages? Regularly share feedback. Be mindful!
TD Day 31.10.22 – CPD for all teaching staff: ‘Best-bets’ research (re-visit). What is
the impact so far? Do we need to change our plans?

Teacher CPD sessions x2 – 18.01.23 & 01.03.23 Book Look across
the school – all teachers. Are the 5-A-Day teaching practices used
the best to support pupils in our context?

Subject Lead Monitor Day: W/c 19/09/22KS
English Governor Monitoring visit: before 21/09/22 KS and LT
Curriculum and Standards Committee: 21.09.22 @ 16:00 & 16.11.22 @ 16:00.
Lesson Observations / Learning Walks: w/c 04.10.21 KB
Pop –ins all term

Subject Leader Monitoring Day: March 2022
English Governor Monitoring visit: April 2022
Curriculum and Standards Committee: 25.01.23 & 22.03.23 @
16:00
Lesson Observations / Learning Walks SLT: w/c 27.03.23



reviewing as a team the school’s agreed progression
(Knowledge and skills) through Talk For Writing, how it relates
to NC outcomes. Do books reflect planning? Is appropriate
‘pitch, progression and pace evident?



reviewing as a team all aspects of ‘composition and effect’.
Are they all taught with appropriate emphasis and clarity?



using the latest Education Endowment Fund (EEF): Moving
Forwards and Making a Difference’ to inform discussion and
planning for change.
By DECEMBER 2022 all teachers deliberately FOCUS on the teaching of
composition through the ‘five-a-day’ approach by:

beginning to deliberately use the approach to implement
evidence based ‘best-bets’ so that high quality teaching is
sustained and disrupted learning addressed

following a plan to systematically implement / discard
practices, as agreed, to improve how pupils prepare and plan
for writing.

Subject Leader Monitoring Day: 16.06.22 English
Governor Monitoring visit: before 21.06.22
Curriculum and Standards Committee: 21.06.22 @ 16:00
. Lesson Observations / Learning Walks: W/c
16.06.22

SIAP FOCUS 2.

QUALITY OF EDUCATION:

TASK: TRAIN ALL STAFF AND AGREE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN.
BEGIN IMPLEMENTATION.

Why? The school has a new scheme
‘Essential Letters and Sounds’ The
school is a partner school with
Ramsbury English Hub and intends to
benefit from the best possible CPD.

KEY TASKS
On-going assessment cycle including Pupil
Progress Meetings Teacher/ SENDco/ DHT
and HT.

TASK: ACKNOWLEDGE GOOD PRACTICES AND PLAN TO
REPEAT 2023/24

IMPACT AT APRIL 2023

IMPACT AT JUNE 2023

IMPACT AT DECEMBER 2022

PRIORITY FOR IMPROVEMENT: BY DECEMBER 2022 all pupils in EYFS/ KS1 are engaged in

Raise standards in English by
embedding the teaching of
phonics (EYFS and KS1) and
developing

TASK: IMPLEMENT WITH INCREASING CONFIDENCE SO THAT
PUPIL PROGRESS IS ACCELERATED.

their learning and can show they have made progress in
phonics by:
 engaging in daily phonics lessons using school
agreed/appropriate ‘subject specific/ageappropriate vocabulary’, conventions and
routines
.
By DECEMBER 2022 all teachers have implemented new
phonics scheme with fidelity and have adapted their
daily practice following coaching sessions and diagnostic
assessment in conjunction with Ramsbury English Hub
and in line with the implementation plan by:
 having a clear understanding of the overall
expectations of the CPD programme and the
phonics scheme.
 understanding how their practice fits into the ‘big
picture’
 supporting each other to ensure a consistency of
approach.

July 2022: Initial Training for all Lower School teaching staff., ‘Essential Letters and
Sounds’. TD Day 02.09.22 – CPD for all teaching staff: Set out programme for the
term and address any questions/ support required by staff. What resources
(purchased) do we need to use to implement ‘Essential Letters and Sounds’ with
fidelity ?
English Lead training – phonics feedback to teachers and TAs – weekly.

BY APRIL 2023 all pupils in EYFS/ KS1 are highly engaged
in their learning and can show they have made progress
in phonics by:




engaging in daily phonics lessons



reaching agreed milestones for their
developmental stage.

using phonic knowledge in reading and writing
where appropriate

By APRIL 2023 all teaching staff are delivering daily
phonics effectively and with high impact by:



having a clear understanding of assessment
methods in phonics / spelling



using assessment effectively to ensure lessons
are appropriately focused and ensuring pupils
are ‘keeping up’ not ‘catching up’

BY JUNE 2023 all pupils in EYFS/ KS1 are highly
engaged in their learning and can show they
have made progress in phonics by:




engaging in daily phonics lessons



reaching agreed milestones for their
developmental stage.

using phonic knowledge in reading and
writing where appropriate

By JULY 2023 all teaching staff are delivering
daily phonics sessions effectively by:



working together to ensure
approaches & practices, including
diagnostic assessment methods are
consistent and robust



effective use of assessment across the
school.

Teacher CPD sessions x2

Teacher CPD sessions x2

Subject Leader Monitoring Day: March 2022
English Governor Monitoring visit: April 2022
Curriculum and Standards Committee: 25.01.23 & 22.03.23 @
16:00
Lesson Observations / Learning Walks SLT: w/c 27.03.23

Subject Leader Monitoring Day: 16.06.22 English
Governor Monitoring visit: before 21.06.22
Curriculum and Standards Committee: 21.06.22 @ 16:00
. Lesson Observations / Learning Walks: W/c
16.06.22

Implement plan written in conjunction with Ramsbury English Hub.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Specific date set
Completed
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Subject Lead Monitor Day: W/c 19/09/22KS
English Governor Monitoring visit: before 21/09/22 KS and LT
Curriculum and Standards Committee: 21.09.22 @ 16:00 & 16.11.22 @ 16:00.
Lesson Observations / Learning Walks: w/c 04.10.21 KB
Pop –ins all term

SIAP FOCUS 3.

TASK: IDENTIFY SPECIFIC PRIORITES (WITHIN FOCUS SUBJECTS) , AGREE
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND BEGIN IMPLEMENTATION.

TASK: IMPLEMENT WITH INCREASING FOCUS SO THAT
TEACHER’S RECEIVE TAYLORED SUPPORT.

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT:

IMPACT AT DECEMBER 2022
PRIORITY FOR IMPROVEMENT: By DECEMBER 2022 all curriculum subject leaders/ teams
Leadership and Management of
the Curriculum: Subject leaders
ensure appropriate CPD delivery/
support, so that\;
Teachers are more confident to deliver
subject specific knowledge and skills and
are able to ensure lessons are suitably
focussed.
All subject leaders continue to have a
secure understanding of their subject and
are able to evaluate their subjects
effectively and support colleagues
effectively & appropriately.

and governors have
 identified a key priority that is amenable to
change and programmes/ practices have been
systematically explored
 delivery timeline agreed and begun to be
implemented
 clear plan for change formulated and agreed with
all teachers
 training needs identified and planned for.

TASK: ACKNOWLEDGE GOOD PRACTICES AND PLAN TO
REPEAT 2023/24

IMPACT AT APRIL 2023

IMPACT AT JUNE 2023

By APRIL 2023 all curriculum subject leaders/
teams and governors have
 received subject specific training or
feedback from training

By JUNE 2023 all curriculum subject
leaders/ teams and governors have
 subject leaders begun to plan
for sustained improvements
 governors are able to talk
about the developments made
in their curriculum subjects
with confidence and feel able
to ask challenging questions
about future development/
value for money/impact



evaluated training and follow-on
support agreed and planned for

Governors know the on-going strengths
and weaknesses of their named subject and
continue to form strong connections with
subject leaders so they are able to evaluate
effectiveness of CPD.

(See Page 3 for plan –focus
subjects)

KEY TASKS
On-going assessment cycle including Pupil
Progress Meetings Teacher/ SENDco/ DHT
and HT.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Specific date set
Completed

Proposed dates!
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Curriculum and Standards Committee: 21.09.22 @ 16:00
17.11.21 @16:00
FGB: 15.09.21
FGB: 22.11.21

Curriculum and Standards Committee: 23.03.22 @
16:00
FGB: 28.03.22

Curriculum and Standards Committee:
22.06.22 @ 16:00

Staff Meetings – CPD FOCUS
2022/2023
Week
1

07.09.22

2
3
4
5
6
7

14.09.22
21.09.22
28.09.22
05.10.22
12.10.22
19.10.22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

02.11.22
09.11.22
16.11.22
23.11.22
30.11.22
07.12.22
14.12.22
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Term 1
Planning key tasks for
the term.
SIAP 2
SIAP 1
SIAP 1
SIAP 3 general
Maths
Review & Evaluate SIAP
Term 2
Parents’ Evening
SIAP 3 Music
SIAP 3 MFL
SIAP 1
SIAP 3 P.E.
Pupil Progress
SEND / PP/ Vulnerable

04.01.23
11.01.23
18.01.23
25.01.23
01.02.23
08.02.23
N/A

Term 3
Planning key tasks
for the term.
SIAP 2
SIAP 1
Parents’ Evening

19.04.23
26.04.23
03.05.23
10.05.23
17.05.23
24.05.23
N/A

Term 4
22.02.23
01.03.23
08.03.23
15.03.23
22.03.23
29.03.23
N/A

Term 5
Planning key tasks
for the term.
SIAP 2
SIAP 1

Term 6
SIAP 1

07.06.23
14.06.23
21.06.23
28.06.23
05.07.23
12.07.23
19.07.23

SIAP 1

Planning for 23/24

